GGOS consortium
(steering and election committee)

GGOS science panel

GGOS coordinating board
(decision-making body)

GGOS executive Ccommittee
(management Board)

GGOS coordinating office

• Director
• Secretariat
• Outreach and user linkage
• Web and social media
• Focus area coordination

GGOS bureau of networks & observations

• IAG service network representatives
• Committee on satellite missions
• Committee on data and information systems
• Committee on performance simulations and architectural trade-offs

GGOS bureau of products & standards

• IAG service analysis coordinators & representatives
• Committee on earth system modeling
• Working group on ITRS standards for ISO TC 211
• Working group on the establishment of the global geodetic reference frame (GGRF)

GGOS focus areas

• Unified height system
• Geohazards
• Sea level change, variability, and forecasting
• Geodetic space weather monitoring

IERS working group
Site survey and co-location

IERS conventions centre
Standards and conventions

External stakeholders